Name: Boyd Cages.
Name Pronunciation: [Boyd KAY-jez]
Middle Name: Udolph. [OOO-dawlf].
Titles: Magister of Sanguinati magic. (Nonpracticing.)

Magic Affiliation: Sanguinati.

Sanguinati Coven: Snuffinumbra.

Education: Mystic Steeples.
Magister of Sanguinati magic.

Address: 411 Salty Charm Avenue, Mystic City, Severance Hoopenfangia.
Place of Birth: Beyond Hope, a city below Icy Pentacles in Severance
Hoopenfangia.
Height/Weight/Physical Description: Boyd Cages is stocky with no neck. He
has limited to no observable reactions to emotional situations.
Citizenship/Ethnic Origin: Severance, Hoopenfangia. / Caucasian. / Polish
ancestry.
Other Family Members: Four grown children. (Unmentioned.)
Spouse or Lover: Married three times.
Social Class: Middle class with many friends.
Occupation/Employer: Boyd works as a reporter with the Magic Ledger.
Magic Specialties: Protection and confession spells.
Magic Wand: 14+ twisted inches of thick maple with an onyx core.
Salary: Middle.
Community Status: Many loathe him, but he tries to earn the favor of the
vespercestors.
Job-Related Skills: Going on location to record interviews and news stories on
crystaleers. Boyd has his harem of beautiful female assistants hold the
crystaleers in the faces of the people he interviews.
Political Beliefs/Affiliations: Boyd pretends to be (has to be) Traditional
Sanguinati.

Hobbies/Recreations: Gossiping, snooping, and researching. Being a file-pile
artist. Boyd avoids the Crescent Moon Quarter at night.
Voice: Boyd Cages speaks on all subjects with a voice as deep as a bullfrog; it
almost sounds like he is belching. He won’t let a person change topics unless it’s
the next question on his agenda.
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